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Introduction
By Heidi Hayes Jacobs
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To many of us, the label 21st century conjures up visions of futuristic scenes from
Isaac Asimov’s writings. Indeed, labelling global, media and digital literacies as
21st century skills is a misnomer. In reality, these are right now proficiencies – new
literacies. Even though the future has caught up with us and the 21st century is
right now, we continue to serve students in school systems that operate on a 19th
century timetable and deliver a 20th century curriculum. To reference another
futuristic author, our education system functions like H. G. Wells’ time machine,
forcing our students to be time travellers between the present and the past.
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Nostalgia for the good old days is pervasive in pockets of society, but
it is hard to make a convincing case for going backward in the field of education. In my work with schools, I rarely encounter questions about
whether or not we should modernise our education system; the pertinent
questions are about how we should modernise our education system. Grappling
with these questions invariably leads to discussion of three new literacies that
exponentially empower us to communicate and create with immediacy: global
literacy, media literacy and digital literacy. The Contemporary Perspectives
on Literacy four-book series is a place to cultivate the discussion of these new
literacies.
There are five primary purposes of the series:
1. To clarify each new literacy to provide a basis for curriculum and
instructional decision making
2. To find the relationship between traditional print and visual literacy and
the three new literacies
© 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760011260 • SOT1260
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3. To provide steps and resources to support the cultivation of each literacy
in classrooms and virtual learning environments
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5. To inform decision makers on the far-reaching effects of policy and organisational structures on the effective modernisation of learning environments
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4. To identify steps and examples of how to lead the transition from older paradigms to the integration of the three literacies in professional development
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A range of perspectives is essential when examining each literacy and how
it interacts with others. To that end, the series includes a cohort of writers from
a variety of organisations and disciplines – a classroom teacher, a regional public school information technology director, a leadership team from an international school, researchers, university professors, the director of a not-for-profit
organisation devoted to journalism, the founder of an education network, a media
critic, a regional service centre professional developer, consultants, the leader
of a film- and media-making centre, and the director of an international society supporting global learning. Th is team of authors has come together to share
views and experiences with the central goal of expanding and contributing to the
practice of educators. The commitment of each author to this work is commendable,
and I am grateful for their patience and productivity. Working with them has been
a remarkable journey.
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In this book series, we consider the distinctive characteristics of each new literacy
and how schools can integrate it. The new literacies provide exciting possibilities for
classrooms, schools, organisations and social networks.
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This book, Leading the New Literacies, begins with my own chapter, “Curricular
Intersections of the New Literacies”, which examines operational definitions of each
literacy and introduces a model for practice in which the intersection of the three
literacies leads to digital, media and global (DMG) project-based learning tasks. This
chapter also considers school leaders’ mental processes and the actions they must take
as they grapple with the three literacies and their implications.
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In chapter 2, “Bridging Traditional and Modern Literacy”, Jeanne Tribuzzi and
Michael L. Fisher show how the new literacies sit on the shoulders of our past work
with traditional print literacy.
Administrators and teacher leaders are perplexed about how to cultivate professional development that will encourage staff members to embrace and employ the
new literacies. In chapter 3, “Entry Points for Leading and Implementing the New
Literacies”, Ann Ward Johnson and Bill Sheskey address this concern. They share
a four-phase model for bringing staff members and school systems into the new
SOT1260 • 9781760011260 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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century. This chapter includes two unique case studies of schools that have steadily
and successfully made the transition to digital, media and global literacies.
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With unrelenting commitment, Madeleine Maceda Heide, Fiona Reynolds, Jane
McGee, Shabbi Luthra and Nitasha Chaudhuri share their journey from a traditional school model to a genuinely contemporary format in chapter 4, “Getting to
Superstruct: Continual Transformation of the American School of Bombay”. In this
chapter, staff members reflect on their students’ progress as they developed the three
literacies.
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In chapter 5, “Leading for Global Competence: A School-Wide Approach”,
Brandon L. Wiley, executive director of the International Studies Schools Network
(ISSN), shows how an organisational network can think outside the box and create
a consortium model in the great tradition of Ted Sizer. This chapter provides insights
on how groups of schools can come together and employ the three literacies to effectively globalise their programs.
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We hope that these five chapters will bring different perspectives to the dialogue
regarding how to support the shift to new types of learning environments that can
integrate digital, media and global literacy into organisations, teaching practice,
administrative styles and, ultimately, the lives of learners.
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We encourage you to connect Leading the New Literacies with the other three
companion books in the series – Mastering Digital Literacy, Mastering Media Literacy
and Mastering Global Literacy – for a more complete and detailed examination of
the new literacies.

Visit go.hbe.com.au to find direct links to the many
tools and resources cited in this book.
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The site contains internal
and external links to educational content.
All links connect to the
appropriate location.

How is
the site’s
navigation, and
does it contain
links?

Total Points

All photos, graphics
and videos enhance the
content.

What is the
quality of the
graphics?
The site contains some
internal and external links
to educational content.
Most links connect to the
appropriate location.

Most photos, graphics
and videos enhance the
content.

The site contains few internal and external links to
educational content.
Few of the external links to
connecting sites are active.

(5 points)

Unsatisfactory
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The site contains no internal or external links to
educational content, or
the connecting links are
not active.
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No photos, graphics or
videos are present.

Text is hard to read and
distracts readers from the
content.
The site contains many
grammatical errors.

Information is not up to
date and contains no
due dates or assignment
information.

Contains no content
information for students
and parents, or contains
inaccurate information.
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Some photos, graphics
and videos enhance the
content.
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Most text is hard to read
and poorly organised.
The site contains several
grammatical errors.

Information is not up to
date and contains few due
dates and little assignment
information.

Content is vague and
contains little or no information for students and
parents.

(10 Points)

Needs Improvement
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Most text is easy to
read and the site is well
organised.
The site contains one
grammatical error.

All text is easy to read
and well organised and
enhances the readability
of the site.
The site is free from
grammatical errors.

What is the
site’s appearance and quality (including
font, text and
grammar)?
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Information is somewhat
updated and contains
some due dates and
assignment information.

Information is updated
frequently and contains
upcoming due dates and
assignment information.

Is the content
up to date?

Content is informative
and provides information
to students and parents.

(15 Points)

Proficient
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Content is highly informative and provides
essential information to
students and parents.

(20 Points)

Exemplary

Is the content
relevant?

Criteria

Teacher:

Table 3.1: Rubric for Classroom Websites
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En t r y Poin t s f or Leading and Impl emen t ing t he New Li t er acies
63
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Today’s students must be prepared to compete in a global society in which cultures, economies and people
are constantly connected. It is the job of the 21st century educator to make sure students are equipped to
meet this challenge. The authors explain three new literacies – digital, media and global and provide practical tips for incorporating these literacies into the traditional curriculum.
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The series includes:
• Leading The New Literacies (SOT1260)
• Mastering Global Literacy (SOT1253)
• Mastering Media Literacy (SOT1246)
• Mastering Digital Literacy (SOT1277)
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Beneﬁts:
• Explore the relationship between traditional literacy and the new literacies.
• Clarify the three new literacies so that educators have a basis for designing curriculum and instruction.
• Lead the integration of new media in the classroom.
• Work to inform policy makers and decision makers on the impact of the transition from traditional to modern
learning environments.

SOT1200
(set of all 4
books)

